
Cork Journal    

Class Description:  
 

Make this sophisticated  Journal decorated with Rotary Cut Appliqué 
shapes while you learn new skills that can be use for many future appli-
qué projects.  Make this cover for a standard size composition notebook 
so you can easily swap out the journal inside as you fill them with quilting 
sketches, project notes, or daily gratitude!  Hand made journals make 
thoughtful holiday gifts for men and women.   
 

A Note about Supplies:  
 

Working with cork is fun and easy! Cutting cork with a rotary cutter and 

stitching cork is just like using fabric.   

Provide your own cork and supplies, or buy the kit for $20.  When you 

sign up for the class, you can purchase the kit online.  Penny will            

correspond with you and let you know the colors and patterns we have available.  

We have patterned cork and colors appropriate for men and women.    

There is no prep-work for this class.   

Supply List 

 28mm Rotary cutter, sharp blade, cutting mat 

 Long acrylic straight edge ruler 

 Chalk wheel filled with Iron-erase chalk  

 Petite Leaves Galore Template  

 Roxanne Glue Baste it or other all purpose glue 

 Matching thread (sample shows Superior King Tut 

thread)  

 Hera Marker (optional) 

 Binding clips (recommended) 

 Cork Notebook Pattern (optional) 

Cork Notebook Kits are available at  

Suepellanddesigns.com for $20.00.   

The kit includes:   

 One (1) Composition Notebook* that is                  

7 ½” x 9 ¾”.  Adjust the material sizes below            

if your notebook is larger or smaller than this        

measurement  

 One (1) Main (background) cork fabric 12” x 18”  

 Two (2) contrasting cork fabrics                           

Name them: Accent 1 (3” x 12”) and                    

Accent 2 (9” x 12”) 

Copyright 2017 by Sue Pelland, Reprinted by permission.   

Notebook Covers a standard composition 

Notebook, roughly 7” x 9” 


